How to Read a Clinical Trial Summary

While looking over your list of trials, here are some helpful tips for reviewing each listing:

- MTS summarizes the title and purpose of each trial.
- You can also click “Show Scientific Title” to see the official scientific title for this trial.
- The “Who is this for?" section summarizes the main requirements for participating in each trial, which are called eligibility criteria. The full set of criteria is also available by clicking the “View full eligibility criteria” link.
- On the right side, you can quickly see the nearest location to your zip code, the estimated number of visits required, a link to the official government listing on ClinicalTrials.gov, and the phase.

⭐ Remember: Help is always available.
How to Read a Clinical Trial Summary

To see the complete trial summary, click “Full Trial Details.”

- The “What’s involved” section is an overview of the treatment plan to get an idea of what would be involved if you were to enroll.

- The “What’s being studied” section is where you can find more information about the drugs and/or procedures in this trial.

- The “How can I learn more” section provides links to additional information to help you better understand the trial drugs or procedures.

⭐️ Remember: Help is always available.